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a b s t r a c t 

Purpose: To develop a motion correction for Positron-Emission-Tomography (PET) using simultaneously 

acquired magnetic-resonance (MR) images within 90 s. 

Methods: A 90 s MR acquisition allows the generation of a cardiac and respiratory motion model of the 

body trunk. Thereafter, further diagnostic MR sequences can be recorded during the PET examination 

without any limitation. To provide full PET scan time coverage, a sensor fusion approach maps external 

motion signals (respiratory belt, ECG-derived respiration signal) to a complete surrogate signal on which 

the retrospective data binning is performed. A joint Compressed Sensing reconstruction and motion es- 

timation of the subsampled data provides motion-resolved MR images (respiratory + cardiac). A 1-POINT 

DIXON method is applied to these MR images to derive a motion-resolved attenuation map. The motion 

model and the attenuation map are fed to the Customizable and Advanced Software for Tomographic 

Reconstruction (CASToR) PET reconstruction system in which the motion correction is incorporated. All 

reconstruction steps are performed online on the scanner via Gadgetron to provide a clinically feasible 

setup for improved general applicability. The method was evaluated on 36 patients with suspected liver 

or lung metastasis in terms of lesion quantification (SUVmax, SNR, contrast), delineation (FWHM, slope 

steepness) and diagnostic confidence level (3-point Likert-scale). 

Results: A motion correction could be conducted for all patients, however, only in 30 patients moving 

lesions could be observed. For the examined 134 malignant lesions, an average improvement in lesion 

quantification of 22%, delineation of 64% and diagnostic confidence level of 23% was achieved. 

Conclusion: The proposed method provides a clinically feasible setup for respiratory and cardiac motion 

correction of PET data by simultaneous short-term MRI. The acquisition sequence and all reconstruction 

steps are publicly available to foster multi-center studies and various motion correction scenarios. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

The hybrid Positron-Emission Tomography (PET) and Magnetic

esonance (MR) technology offers the possibility to combine the

igh resolution of MR imaging (MRI) with the high molecular sen-

itivity of PET. This enables simultaneous whole-body data acqui-

ition and fusion of the non-invasive multifunctional MRI with the
olecular information of PET. 
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In the field of oncology, detection and quantification of tu-

or lesions is an important aim. PET image quality is determined

y the amount of measured tracer uptake, which depends on

he amount of injected dose, and the acquisition time. Since the

mount of injectable dose is limited the acquisition time is chosen

n a range of several minutes. During this time period the PET ac-

uisition of the body trunk is affected by motion originating from

he patient, mainly respiration and cardiac motion. Any motion be-

ween successively measured pairs of photons however leads to

 misplacement of the detected PET event and yields a reduced

ET quantification and detection rate, i.e. incorrectly estimated up-

ake, lesion volume and shape. These motion artifacts manifest in

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.media.2017.08.002
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
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the PET image as a spreading along the dominant moving direc-

tion (mainly cranio-caudal). Reported cranio-caudal diaphragm dis-

placements caused by respiratory motion are between 10-26mm

and up to 75 mm for normal and deep inspiration, respectively

( Clifford et al., 2002; Korin et al., 1992; Suramo et al., 1983 ) with

a concomitant non-rigid deformation of adjacent organs such as

the lung and liver. The heart is also affinely displaced due to res-

piration in addition to the complex non-rigid cardiac deformation

( Seppenwoolde et al., 2002 ). Moreover, the respiratory and cardiac

motion show a large intra and inter-patient variability ( Allen et al.,

2004 ) which demands the need for an adaptive correction tech-

nique. Other sources of non-periodic motion such as peristalsis

or swallowing contribute additionally, but periodic respiratory and

cardiac motion is considered the main source for motion artifacts,

especially in thoracic PET. 

Given the long acquisition times and the nature of achieving a

PET image, prospective or triggered motion correction (MC) proce-

dures are less effective and hence retrospective gating techniques

have been dominantly used for minimizing the impact of respi-

ratory motion. The respiratory gating signal can be acquired us-

ing external devices such as a respiratory belt or camera ( Nehmeh

and Erdi, 2008 ). A dual respiratory and cardiac PET gating using a

real-time positioning system and an electro-cardiogram (ECG) de-

vice was performed in Lamare et al. (2014) . However, the necessity

of additionally placed hardware may limit the methods usage in

clinical practice and hence it is desirable to build in and derive the

gating signal from the acquisition process itself, denoted as self-

navigation. The derivation of a gating signal from a simultaneous

4D (3D + time) computer tomography ( Ambwani et al., 2011; Fayad

et al., 2012 ) or from the PET data itself ( He et al., 2008; Klein et al.,

2001; Manber et al., 2015; Paul et al., 2011; Thielemans et al., 2011;

Visvikis et al., 2003 ) has been studied. The increased radiation ex-

posure caused by CT and the limited spatial and temporal reso-

lution of PET images hinder the usability of these approaches in

clinical routine. In addition to gating, the non-rigid deformations

between different motion states can be compensated by estimat-

ing a motion model in one imaging modality (e.g. CT, MR, PET)

and applying it intra- or inter-modal ( McClelland et al., 2013 ). 

The emergence of simultaneous PET/MR systems offer new pos-

sibilities for inter-modal MC in which the non-radiating and non-

ionizing MRI is used to correct for motion artifacts in the PET im-

ages ( Catana, 2015 ). However, reliable generation of an MR-based

motion model depends on motion imaging of free-breathing sub-

jects. These techniques are either based on fast imaging sequences

which are often constrained by small field of views (FOV) and/or

low spatial/temporal resolution, or on retrospective gating proce-

dures which assume a periodic motion, i.e. inter-cycle motion can

hardly be resolved. 

For an accurate MC a high-resolution 4D motion model on a

Cartesian grid over a large FOV is desired in order to capture

all deformations simultaneously. A 4D MR motion model can be

generated by the acquisition of repeatedly measured 2D images

( Rohlfing et al., 2004; Würslin et al., 2013 ), high-resolution 3D ac-

quisitions at multiple breath-hold positions ( Wang et al., 1996 )

or low-resolution 3D images under free movement ( van Vaals

et al., 1993 ), but such methods lack the possibility to fully capture

highly-resolved 3D deformations in short measuring time. Some

3D imaging methods based on non-Cartesian readouts ( Chandarana

et al., 2011; Feng et al., 2016; 2014; Grimm et al., 2015 ) have been

reported to be less affected by moving objects than Cartesian tra-

jectories, but undesirable off-resonance effects from gradient im-

perfections and streaking or blurring artifacts due to a Cartesian

regridding might occur. Hybrid radial/spiral trajectories with Carte-

sian readouts ( Cheng et al., 2015; Forman et al., 2013; Prieto et al.,

2015; Zhu et al., 2015 ) tend to overcome these issues. Other tech-

niques for motion imaging are based on MR tagging by special
elective RF pulses ( Zerhouni et al., 1988 ) or series of RF pulses

 Axel and Dougherty, 1989; Mosher and Smith, 1990 ) or phase-

ontrast velocity-encoding ( Moran, 1982 ). However, the derived

mages have limited usage in diagnostics and the extraction of a

eliable motion model can be very challenging. Generally in the

econstruction, from the time-resolved images a motion model is

erived which is described as voxel displacement vector fields be-

ween the different motion states. 

A gating signal relates the motion model with the true under-

ying motion to be captured. In MRI for respiratory motion track-

ng, external devices like cameras ( Maclaren et al., 2015; Noonan

nd Howard, 2014 ) or respiratory belts ( Chun et al., 2012 ) can also

e used but require additional hardware placement and just mea-

ure a proxy of the breathing. More precise measurements can

e obtained by the acquisition of slice-selective navigators ( Ehman

nd Felmlee, 1989 ), Butterfly navigators ( Cheng et al., 2012 ), Clover-

eaf navigators ( van der Kouwe et al., 2006 ) or by self-navigation

echniques ( Pipe, 1999 ). The latter example can be incorporated

moothly into the imaging sequence without causing interferences.

The combination of the MR-derived motion model with the PET

ata for an inter-modal MC can be either image-based or listmode-

ased ( Fayad et al., 2016 ). An image-based approach uses gated and

ndividually reconstructed PET images which are deformed to a ref-

rence state and finally averaged ( Fayad et al., 2015b; Grimm et al.,

015; Würslin et al., 2013 ), whereas listmode-based methods in-

orporate the motion correction in the PET reconstruction process

 Fayad et al., 2015a; Lamare et al., 2007; Manber et al., 2015 ). 

In order to provide a clinically feasible setting, the time re-

uired for the MC should be as short as possible to allow the flex-

bility of acquiring further diagnostic sequences. Previous methods

cquired the motion model throughout the complete PET scan time

 Grimm et al., 2015; Würslin et al., 2013 ) or only a fraction of it

 Manber et al., 2015 ). This allows on the one hand a direct match-

ng of the gating signal with the motion model, but on the other

and restricts the MR capabilities to performing MC only. Acceler-

ted acquisition strategies allow for a faster motion model genera-

ion, and even dual-gated MC strategies can be incorporated: Dual-

ated MC of cardiac PET images under free-breathing has been

hown in Würslin et al. (2016) and for respiratory MC of PET im-

ges in Rank et al. (2016) . However, with the shortening of the ac-

uisition time for MC purposes, one loses the ability to track the

nderlying motion by the MR-side for the complete PET scan time.

oreover, for a clinically feasible setting, an online MC on the

ET/MR scanner is desired to allow for a streamlined integration

nto the clinical routine protocols and by thus improving general

pplicability. All previous works so far focused on offline process-

ng of the data. 

In this work, we enhance our previous PET/MR MC system

 Würslin et al., 2013 ) by highlighting four aspects. First, we incor-

orate a 4D Cartesian MR acquisition ( Küstner et al., 2017 ), which

ubsamples the phase-encoding directions subject to an Enhanc-

ng Sharpness by Partially Reduced Subsampling Set (ESPReSSo)

ubsampling mask ( Küstner et al., 2016a ), under free-movement

onditions. The MR acquisition sequence, including an MR self-

avigation signal, is kept as short as possible ( < 2min) to reduce

he MR occupation for the MC. 

For respiratory signal coverage over the complete PET exami-

ation time, the second contribution of this work is the usage of

 sensor fusion approach. We presented initial results in Küstner

t al. (2016b , 2017 ) which shall be investigated further in this work.

n ECG-derived respiration (EDR) signal and data from a respi-

atory belt are acquired throughout the PET examination. In the

ensor fusion, these signals are matched during training to an MR

elf-navigation signal to serve in an estimation phase as a more

eliable respiratory surrogate than the individual signals alone. The

CG signal serves as cardiac surrogate. 
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Fig. 1. Proposed respiratory and cardiac motion correction system for a clinical setup via Gadgetron on a whole-body PET/MR scanner. Communication occurs over TCP/IP 

between the PET/MR host computer and the external workstation hosting the Gadgetron server. The respective data transmitter (emitter, splitting, slicer) and receiver (ac- 

cumulator, injector) blocks are shown in italic. The Gadgetron server houses the main reconstruction process including the joint Compressed Sensing and motion estimation 

procedure (CS-ME). 
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In order to provide a clinical feasible setup and online data pro-

essing, the third contribution of this work is the integration of

he PET/MR MC system inside Gadgetron ( Hansen and Sorensen,

013 ). The extracted and fused surrogate signals are used for a ret-

ospective dual gating of the MR data. This subsampled MR data

s jointly reconstructed and the motion model estimated ( Küstner

t al., 2015 ). For the motion model estimation, we employ an op-

ical flow-based image registration ( Gilliam et al., 2016 ). By means

f a 1-point DIXON method ( Ma, 2008 ) the motion state match-

ng attenuation maps are derived. A listmode-based PET recon-

truction in which the motion correction is incorporated ( Merlin,

016 ) yields the final motion-corrected PET image. The acquisition

equence and the Gadgetron reconstruction system are made pub-

icly available. 

As a fourth contribution, we evaluate the proposed PET/MR MC

ystem on 36 patients with suspected liver or lung metastasis and

nvestigate the impact of MR scan time shortening for MC. 

. Material and methods 

The proposed respiratory and cardiac MC system for a clini-

al setup via Gadgetron ( Hansen and Sorensen, 2013 ) on a whole-

ody PET/MR scanner is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Respective procedures

ill be described in the following sections. The reconstructions and

otion corrections are carried out on an external workstation con-

ected via network to the PET/MR host computer. The workstation

ouses the Gadgetron framework to provide sufficient hardware

apacity and software flexibility. This architecture layout is invisi-

le to operators using the scanner; they will just be presented with

he corrected results on the PET/MR host computer. The vendor-

pecific reconstruction pipeline is mainly kept untouched to mini-

ize interference and to ensure correct vendor-specific correction

ethods (e.g. geometric distortion correction). The thereby neces-

ary data emitter and injector modules are depicted in Fig. 1 . The

emporal acquisition workflow is shown in Fig. 2 . 
.1. PET/MR data acquisition 

During the first 90 s the MR motion model is recorded with a

D spoiled T1w gradient-echo sequence ( Küstner et al., 2017 ) si-

ultaneously to the PET data. The remaining MR time is free for

iagnostic MR sequences which are usually run for the correspond-

ng PET application. The motion model data in the 3D Cartesian

-space is continuously acquired while the patient is breathing

reely. In each repetition time, a fully sampled readout (line in k-

pace along the k x direction) for a random combination of phase-

ncoding k y and 3D-encoding k z is acquired based on a compacted

ariable-density Gaussian probability density function. The com-

ression along one of the phase-encoding directions is according

o a so called ESPReSSo mask ( Küstner et al., 2016a ), which uses

 higher sampling density for high frequency components. This

esults in improved edge delineation in the reconstructed image

hich is beneficial for the image registration algorithm. Every time

 Nav the sequence periodically acquires the central k-space com-

onents which serve as an MR self-navigation signal. The time-

nvariant sampling allows a flexible, retrospective, motion-state as-

ignment of each sample in the gating step ( Küstner et al., 2017 ). 

The acquired MR data is sent out over a TCP/IP connection to

n external workstation hosting the Gadgetron server on which the

econstruction is carried out ( Schwartz et al., 2016 ). 

.2. Sensor signal acquisition 

Additional respiratory and cardiac sensor signals are acquired

imultaneously to the MR sequence with the incorporated multi-

imensional MR self-navigation signal. The sole difference is that

hese external signals cover the complete PET examination time.

he cardiac cycles are captured by an ECG signal. Lung volume

hanges due to breathing cause impedance variations in the ECG

lectrodes which reflect in a modulation of the ECG signal by the

espiration ( Pallas-Areny et al., 1989 ). These modulations can be re-
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Fig. 2. Acquisition protocol and timeline of the proposed method. A motion model is generated in the first 90 s of the PET bed position freeing time for further diagnostic 

MR sequences. The external sensor signals are mapped via a sensor fusion approach to a respiratory surrogate signal which spans the complete PET examination time. The 

respiratory and cardiac surrogates are used in the subsequent gating procedure. 
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stored yielding an EDR signal ( Widjaja et al., 2012 ). Further respi-

ratory signals can be captured via a respiratory belt or an optical

camera system based on a Microsoft Kinect v1 camera ( Küstner

et al., 2016b ). All sensor signals are synchronized via the clock of

the scanner host PC. 

2.3. Surrogate signal extraction and fusion 

The MR self-navigation signal is first extracted from the raw

MR data ( Küstner et al., 2017 ). All the external respiratory mea-

surements (EDR, respiratory belt, camera) provide different man-

ifestations of the respiration resulting in distinct accuracies and

ambiguities. Since the MR navigator is the best measure for the

actual interior displacement of the diaphragm caused by respira-

tion, it should serve as the respiratory surrogate signal on which

the gating takes place. However, the MR navigator is just available

for the first few minutes of the acquisition. It is not acquired in the

remaining time so as not to interfere with the clinical MR proto-

cols. Hence, to ensure a reliable motion model generation and esti-

mation, full PET examination time coverage of the respiratory sur-

rogate signal can be achieved by a sensor fusion approach which

maps the respiratory signals onto a synthesized surrogate signal.

More information can be found in our previous works ( Küstner

et al., 2016b; 2017 ). For the overlap acquisition time of the MR

motion model and external sensor signals (training), the signals

are split up into overlapping time windows of length L with each

of them covering variable portions of the respiratory cycle rang-

ing from half a cycle up to several cycles. After resampling onto

a common grid, a feature vector is extracted from each window

consisting of amplitude differences, phase offset to first maximum,

frequency, slope steepnesses, amount of cycles and wavelet coeffi-

cients of symlets. The windows are used to train extended Kalman

filters consisting of parameterizable models being able to repre-

sent different breathing states: normal, deep, shallow, breath-hold,

inhale, exhale, periodic, a-periodic. The employed patient-specific

models m ( t , p ) with parameters p at time points t are a modified

raised cosine waveform (MRCW) ( Hsieh et al., 2016 ) 

m (t, p ) = 

⎧ ⎨ 

⎩ 

A , if 1 
2 f 

−T a 1 < t < 

1 
2 f 

+T a 2 

A cos 
(

2 π f 
β1 

(| t − 1 
2 f 

| −T a 1 
))

, if T b1 < t < 

1 
2 f 

− T a 1 

A cos 
(

2 π f 
β2 

(| t − 1 
2 f 

| −T a 2 
))

, if 1 
2 f 

+T a 2 < t < 

1 
f 
−T b2 

(1)
p  
ith: T a 1 = 

X (1 − β1 ) 

2 f 
, T b1 = 

(1 − X )(1 − β1 ) 

2 f 
(2)

T a 2 = 

X (1 − β2 ) 

2 f 
, T b2 = 

(1 − X )(1 − β2 ) 

2 f 
(3)

 Boltzman function 

 (t, p ) = 

A 1 − A 2 

1 + e 
t−t 0 
�t 

+ A 2 (4)

nd a cubic B-Spline model 

 (t, p ) = t + 

∑ 

t k ∈C 
p k β

3 
(

t − t k 
σ

)
(5)

ith control point set C, control grid spacing σ and cubic B-Spline

olynomials β3 ( · ). The Kalman filter models and parameters are

ummarized in Table 1 . The states are identified by the kernel PCA

 Schölkopf et al., 1997 ) reduced feature vector. In the reconstruc-

ion time period, the same splitting, as in the training, is applied

nd the trained Kalman filter of the best correlated training signal

lock is used to perform the mapping. The correlation is found by

he minimal Mahalanobis distance in feature space. The output of

hese fused signals serve as a respiratory surrogate over the com-

lete PET examination time. The ECG signal is acquired throughout

he complete PET examination time and serves as a cardiac surro-

ate signal. 

.4. Gating 

With the help of the respiratory and cardiac surrogate signals,

ach sample can be assigned to a specific motion state. The respi-

atory gates are placed according to a k-means clustering with pos-

ible view sharing b ∈ [0 , 1] (b = 1 : 50% overlap ) amongst neigh-

oring gates. The multichannel 3D MR k-space data is first sorted

nto a 5D k-space tensor consisting of the spatial, channel and res-

iratory temporal domain. The cardiac cycles are neglected first to

ncrease sampling efficiency per respiratory gate, because the car-

iac motion has only little impact on the respiratory motion, espe-

ially in the abdominal region. From this k-space an initial respi-

atory motion model can be derived in the following joint recon-

truction. 

The cardiac gates are determined via a modified QRS complex

etector with arrhythmia control ( Pan and Tompkins, 1985 ) and

ossible view sharing. A dual-gating (respiratory and cardiac) is

erformed with an accompanied through-time filling in the joint
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Table 1 

Sensor fusion models for Kalman filters of representative breathing states. 

States Model Parameters 

Normal, deep, shallow, breath-hold, inhale, exhale Modified raised cosine waveform p = [ f, β1 , β2 , A, X] T 

Inhale, exhale Boltzman p = [ A 1 , A 2 , t 0 , �t] T 

Periodic, a-periodic Cubic B-Spline p = [ p 1 , . . . , p M ] 
T with M = L/σ
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P

econstruction from other respiratory motion states to a given res-

iratory reference state based on the initial respiratory motion

odel. 

.5. Joint reconstruction and motion estimation 

The subsampled respiratory and dual-gated k-spaces are inde-

endently reconstructed. Instead of a sequential Compressed Sens-

ng (CS) reconstruction and motion estimation (ME), the coupling

etween the reconstruction of the motion-resolved k-space data

nd the ME of the reconstructed k-space data can be utilized in

 joint iterative reconstruction. An alternating projection between

he motion-compensated CS reconstruction and the ME of the cur-

ently CS-reconstructed image helps to improve the reconstruc-

ion quality and directly delivers the respective deformation field

 Küstner et al., 2015 ). 

A regularized Focal Underdetermined System Solver (FOCUSS)

lgorithm carries out the CS reconstruction of the image ρ from

he gated k-space data ν with an ESPReSSo regularization h ESP (·)
 Küstner et al., 2016a ) to account for the sampling space compact-

fication. A regularization h MC (·) is used for the ME ( Küstner et al.,

015 ) and a regularization for the MR receiver channel weighting

 ( Lustig and Pauly, 2010 ). 

find ρ = �W q to min 

q 

∥∥ν − �Fτ�W q 
∥∥

2 

+ λPI 

∥∥( �G − I ) W q 
∥∥

2 

+ λS 

∥∥q 
∥∥

2 
+ λESP h ESP 

(
q 
)

+ λMC h MC 

(
q 
)

ith: h ESP 

(
q 
)

= 

∥∥∥( �ν + (I − �) ν∗) − 0 . 5 · F�

·
(

W 

∗q ∗ ◦ e 2 i arg ( W q ) + W q 

)∥∥∥
2 

with: h MC 

(
q 
)

= 

∥∥∥∥∥
∑ 

t,u ∈ [1 ,N G ] 
�W q 

u 
− τ u 

t 

(
�W q 

t 

)
∥∥∥∥∥

2 

(6) 

here W denotes the affine scaling transformation of FOCUSS for

he sparse image q with a sparsifying Karhunen-Loève transforma-

ion � from the ESPReSSo subsampled Fourier coefficients �F . The

patial-temporal matching τ u 
t between motion-state u and t is con-

idered in τ with a deformation field update by minimizing the

esidue in the regularization over N G motion states. The deforma-

ion fields are estimated along the temporal directions by a multi-

esolution optical-flow based image registration algorithm, called

ocal all-pass (LAP) ( Gilliam et al., 2016 ). Each non-rigid deforma-

ion can be modelled as a local rigid displacement which corre-

ponds to linear phase ramps in k-space. These phase modulations

an be expressed as local all-pass filter operations, which can be

arried out very efficiently and fast, yielding an accurate deforma-

ion field. 

First the respiratory gated k-space (ignoring the cardiac states)

s reconstructed by means of the CS-ME reconstruction to deter-

ine the respiratory-resolved MR image and an initial respiratory

eformation field. This deformation field is used as a through-time

lling of the dual-gated MR data to reconstruct in a second CS-

E a cardiac motion-resolved MR image in a respiratory reference
tate (e.g. end-expiratory state). The combination of the cardiac

nd respiratory deformation field yield the overall motion model,

ee Fig. 1 . 

.6. Vendor-specific corrections 

Vendor-specific corrections are kept unimpaired to ensure a

igh MR image quality. This demands, however, more data trans-

ission between the MR host and Gadgetron workstation. For the

arge FOV, geometric distortions occur at the MR image edges

hich are corrected in the vendor-pipeline. Therefore, the derived

otion model is adapted accordingly by the feedback motion-

esolved and vendor-corrected MR images. 

.7. Motion-compensated PET reconstruction 

Attenuation maps are directly derived from the matching

otion-state T1w MR images based on a 1-point DIXON method

 Ma, 2008 ). The MR images are recorded in the first opposed-

hase echo time to support the extraction and to provide a fast

cquisition scheme with minimal intra-echo motion. This acquisi-

ion strategy prevents the need of an additional DIXON scan at the

eginning and a subsequent deformation of the acquired attenua-

ion maps. The attenuation maps and the motion model are pro-

ided as input for the listmode-based PET reconstruction, which is

mplemented in the Customizable and Advanced Software for To-

ographic Reconstruction (CASToR) ( Merlin, 2016 ). 

A listmode-based motion correction was implemented during

ET image reconstruction, allowing the use of all acquired and

vailable data. The motion model (deformation field), extracted

s described in the previous section, was incorporated within the

ne-pass listmode expectation maximization (OPL-EM) algorithm

o reconstruct a single motion-compensated PET image, according

o previously validated implementation ( Fayad et al., 2015b; Lamare

t al., 2007 ). 

The standard OPL-EM algorithm can be written as follows: 

 

k +1 
j 

= 

n 

k 
j 

s j 

∑ 

i ∈ T k 
p i j 

1 

q k 
i 

∀ k = 1 , . . . , K (7) 

here q k i = 

J ∑ 

j=1 

p i j n 

k 
j (8) 

s the expected count in line of response (LOR) i, p ij is the purely

eometric term representing the geometric probability of detecting

t LOR i an event generated in voxel j, n j is the intensity of voxel

, J is the total number of voxels, s j is the voxel j of the sensitivity

mage and K is the number of time subsets k. k is both the iteration

umber and the number of subset used in that iteration. T k is the

et of listmode events in the k th subset. 

The discrete motion model τ can be incorporated into the PET

ystem matrix P , whose elements p ij represent the geometric prob-

bility of detecting at LOR i an event generated in voxel j . Thus, the

otion compensation incorporated system matrix 

 t = τ 1 
t ( P ) (9) 
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accounts for the deformation of the radioactive distribution from

time t to the reference time. The standard OPL-EM algorithm in

Eq. (8) is subsequently modified to: 

n 

k +1 = 

n 

k 

S 
◦

∑ 

N G 

P 

T 
t 

1 

P t n 

k 
∀ k = 1 , . . . , K (10)

where P 

T 
t describes the transposed motion compensated system

matrix. The sensitivity image S used for attenuation and normal-

ization correction is produced through a forward-backward projec-

tion and was also corrected for motion according to P t ( Fayad et al.,

2015b; Lamare et al., 2007 ). 

3. Experimental evaluation 

Datasets of 36 patients (age 60 ± 9 years, 20 female) with sus-

pected liver or lung metastasis were acquired on a 3T whole-body

PET/MR scanner (Biograph mMR, Siemens Healthineers, Germany).

PET/MR examination followed a routine PET/CT, without repeated

radiotracer injection, ∼ 120 min after injection of 318 ± 20MBq of
18 F-FDG (22 patients) or 177 ± 31MBq of 68 Ga-DOMITATE (14 pa-

tients). The study was approved by the local ethics committee and

all patients gave written consent. A 3D-spoiled gradient-echo (GRE)

sequence with TE/TR = 1.23 ms/2.60 ms, bandwidth = 890 Hz/px

and a flip angle of 7 ° was used. A matrix size of 256 × 256 × 144

(RO × PE × 3D ⇔ HF × LR × AP) was acquired covering a field-of-

view of 500 × 500 × 360 mm 

3 . A 2D MR self-navigation signal

(256 × 8 × 1, RO × PE × 3D) was acquired each T Nav = 200 ms. For

all patients the respiratory belt and for 12 patients the ECG sig-

nal were acquired additionally on a sampling period of 200 ms and

2.60 ms, respectively. The camera signal was not acquired for all

patients and is therefore omitted in the following evaluation. PET

emission data of one bed position (FOV covering thorax and upper

abdomen) were acquired for 5min under free movement (breath-

ing, cardiac motion) in list-mode. The MR sequence was run for the

complete PET scan time to allow for a retrospective analysis of the

sensor fusion and investigation on motion model reliability versus

acquisition time. Due to the random subsampling scheme a ret-

rospective scan time shortening can be performed ( Küstner et al.,

2017 ). All presented results were reconstructed from a cropped MR

scan of t = 90 s, if not stated otherwise. MR data were retrospec-

tively gated into 8 respiratory gates with view-sharing of b = 1

and 8 cardiac gates with b = 0.2 and afterwards reconstructed with

empirically determined Lagrangian multipliers λS = 0.1, λPI = 0.01,

λESP = 0.03 and λMC = 0.05 over 5 image registration resolution

levels. 

PET images were reconstructed via CASToR in the OPL-EM al-

gorithm with 7 iterations, 7 subsets and a 4mm Gaussian filter

kernel. Normalization, attenuation, random and scatter correction

functionalities were precomputed by a CASToR plugin for the Bi-

ograph mMR. All displayed PET images are shown as PET activity

concentration (PAC) in [Bq/ml]. 

The MR acquisition sequence and the Gadgetron recon-

struction are publicly available: https://sites.google.com/site/

kspaceastronauts/motion-correction/pet-mr-motion-correction 

3.1. Sensor fusion 

In the first t = 90 s the sensor fusion method was trained and

applied to the remaining time window of 210s. The respiratory sur-

rogate was extracted from the EDR as well as from the belt signal

for the whole examination time. The sensor fusion of the respira-

tory surrogate was investigated by means of relative deviation on

the TR sampling rate between the estimated surrogate and the MR

self-navigation signal which serves as ground truth. For compari-

son both signals were scaled into a range of 0–1, i.e. an absolute
eviation larger than 1/ N G = 0.125 corresponds to a gate change

or equidistant placed gate centroids. 

.2. PET evaluation 

The uncorrected, corrected and end-expiratory and systolic

ated PET data was examined in a blinded fashion. Regions of in-

erest (ROI) were drawn in the axial slice of maximal intensity for

t least one lesion per patient with a maximal number of 10 ex-

mined lesions by a reader experienced in hybrid imaging (N.S. 10

ears of experience). 

Lesion quantification was determined by maximum standard-

zed uptake value (SUVmax), signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), contrast

o lung as well as to blood-pool. The SNR is defined as the ra-

io between SUVmax and standard deviation in the same ROI. The

ontrasts were defined as ratios between SUVmax in a ROI to SU-

mean of a reference ROI in the lung and heart, respectively. 

Line profiles through the lesions in head-feet (HF), anterior-

osterior (AP) and left-right (LR) direction provide a measure for

esion delineation by the full-width at half maximum (FWHM)

nd the slope steepness of this lesion. Boxplots show the mean,

edian, standard deviation around mean, 25%–75% percentile and

utliers over all patients as percentage improvements of the cor-

ected to uncorrected, corrected to reference state gated (end-

xpiratory, systolic) and uncorrected to gated PET images. 

Diagnostic confidence was examined for each lesion by scoring

n a 3-point Likert scale (from confident to doubtful). 

.3. Motion model 

For two exemplary patients with a periodic and an aperiodic

reathing pattern over the PET examination time different motion

odels were determined. The effect of these motion models on the

orrection of the PET data was evaluated by means of line profile

nalysis. The cardiac cycles for all examined patients were approx-

mately periodic and their impact on the motion models was thus

ot investigated. Motion model stability was examined for retro-

pective cropping of the MR scan time from t = 300 s down to t

 60 s in 60 s steps. Reliability of the motion model was examined

y the derivation of a motion model from the first 90s of the scan

n comparison to a motion model derived from the last 90s of the

can. Furthermore, for two patients the impact of the dual motion-

orrection (respiratory and cardiac) to a respiratory-only motion-

orrection is analyzed. 

. Results 

Exemplary PET/MR images and derived attenuation maps of an
8 F-FDG patient and a 68 Ga-DOMITATE patient in Fig. 3 illustrate

he improvements on the PET image quality in terms of delineation

nd quantification as identifiable in the line profiles through a

oving lesion in the liver. The MR image quality of the short scan

ime in Figs. 3–6 is sufficient to derive a reliable motion model.

or longer MR acquisition times the motion model remain fairly

imilar for periodically breathing patients as shown in Fig. 5 and

upplementary Fig. 1. This fact can also be derived from the ab-

olute displacement of the motion model in Fig. 5 and Supplemen-

ary Fig. 1 mapping from end-expiratory to end-inspiratory state in

he central coronal slice. For aperiodic breathing patient still a reli-

ble motion model can be retrieved, see Fig. 6 and Supplementary

ig. 2 . 

For a tracer uptake near or in the heart, a dual gating and mo-

ion correction (respiratory and cardiac) might be beneficial as il-

ustrated in Fig. 4 . 

The good alignment between the MR self-navigation signal (if

cquired throughout the complete PET examination) and the res-

https://sites.google.com/site/kspaceastronauts/motion-correction/pet-mr-motion-correction
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Fig. 3. (a) Exemplary PET/MR images and attenuation maps of a melanoma patient A injected with 337MBq 18 F-FDG and a neuroendocrine tumor patient B injected with 

184 MBq 68 Ga-DOMITATE. The 1-POINT DIXON method retrieved motion-state aligned attenuation maps are shown in comparison to the attenuation map acquired of a 

2-POINT DIXON scan in breath-hold. (b,c) Line profiles in corrected ( ), uncorrected ( ) and end-expiratory and systolic gated ( ) PET image through a moving 

liver lesion indicate the improvements achieved in patient A by respiratory and cardiac or in patient B by respiratory-only motion correction. 
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iratory surrogate is depicted in Fig. 7 . The Bland–Altman plot in

ig. 8 displays the result of the sensor fusion in relation to the MR 

elf-navigation signal over all samples and patients. 98.4% of the

urrogate samples fall into the same gate as if performed on the

R self-navigation signal, i.e. only a small amount of samples lead

o an incorrect motion state assignment. 

In total, 134 malignant lesions were found and examined in

0/36 patients (83%). For the remaining 6 patients the motion cor-

ection could also be conducted, but no malignant lesions were

ound and thus these patients were excluded from the analysis.

n 8 patients more than 10 liver lesions were observed. Overall

16 liver lesions and 18 lung lesions were determined. Percent-

ge improvements of the ROI and line profile values are presented

n Fig. 9 over all examined moving lesions in the patient study.

omparison between the corrected and uncorrected PET images

howed an overall improvement in terms of quantification (SU-

max: 25%, SNR: 10%, contrast: 27%) and delineation (FWHM: 28%,

lope steepness: 99%). Similar findings can be drawn between the

orrected and gated PET images for SUVmax, SNR, contrast, FWHM

nd slope steepness, but with less improvement (7%, 17%, −1% ,

7%, 42%, respectively). Both motion correction and gating highly

educed the negative motion effects. However, the lesions of the

otion-corrected PET images can be evaluated with a markedly

igher diagnostic confidence than the gated ones (5 vs. 64 doubt-
 o  
ul lesions) and with a slightly higher confidence than the uncor-

ected lesions (11 doubtful lesions) as depicted in Fig. 10 . This in-

icates the superiority of motion correction over gating or lacking

orrection. 

. Discussion 

The application of an inter-modality motion correction is of

pecial interest for PET/MR imaging. We propose the usage of a fast

cquisition scheme ( Küstner et al., 2017 ) to enable a clinically fea-

ible setup for a respiratory and cardiac motion correction during

he entire examination. The proposed MR sequence is able to cap-

ure the occurring deformations in a short scan time leaving free

cquisition time for further diagnostic sequences. The retrieved im-

ge quality is sufficient to determine a motion model as depicted

n Figs. 3, 5 and 6 for the correction of the PET image. The MR im-

ge quality is determined by the acquisition time, the number of

otion states and the underlying motion behaviour of the patient.

he optimal tradeoff between these parameters and their impact

n the derived image is examined in more detail in Küstner et al.

2017) . For an acquisition time of 90 s and sufficient motion re-

olvability, 8 respiratory and 8 cardiac gates were chosen. More-

ver, the reconstruction parameters were empirically chosen and
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Fig. 4. Respiratory and cardiac gating and motion correction in comparison to respiratory-only for two exemplary patients (A and B) with tracer uptake in myocardium. (a) 

PET/MR images for different motion corrections. Gated PET images are displayed for end-expiratory and systolic position. (b,c) The line profiles along the short axis show 

the achieved improvements by a dual motion correction in contrast to a gating or respiratory-only correction/gating. 
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showed a stable convergence behaviour for different settings, refer

to Küstner et al. (2015) for more information. 

The displayed PET/MR images and line profiles in Fig. 3 reveal

the improvements for moving lesions as well as the overall image

quality. Additionally, our attenuation maps which were generated

by the 1-Point DIXON method from the 4D data match the cor-

responding motion states and do not need any deformation via a

motion model, making an additional scan for an attenuation map

obsolete. The scanner generated 2-Point DIXON attenuation map is

usually acquired in an end-expiratory breath-hold and hence other

motion states need to be reconstructed by applying respective de-

formations. 

A dual gating and correction of the respiratory- and cardiac-

induced motion can be beneficial for heart examinations as de-

picted in Fig. 4 . As shown for larger non-rigid deformations, mo-

tion correction is superior to gating. The majority of patients in-

cluded in this study had suspected liver or lung metastasis and

none of them had any abnormality in the heart. Thus, a diagnostic

improvement by a cardiac motion correction could not be antic-

ipated. Moreover, in oncologic exams, patient’s preparation aims

at fasting for several hours which in most cases leads to a de-

creased FDG-uptake in the myocardium. Most of the patients had

no or a heterogeneous myocardial uptake. Thus, the full scope of a
ual correction could only be assessed in two patients. We assume

hat the main influencing factor for tissue deformation around the

eart seems to be due to respiration, as e.g. illustrated in Fig. 4 .

herefore, only minor visual and quantitative improvements were

chieved by cardiac motion correction with the largest benefits for

esions in the near proximity of the heart or for cardiac uptakes.

urther studies are required to fully explore the benefits and im-

rovements by a dual (respiratory + cardiac) motion correction in

 variety of clinical issues. 

In PET, lesion delineation was clearly enhanced and quantifi-

ation was facilitated. As depicted in Fig. 9 , the FWHM and slope

teepness of the moving lesions were improved yielding a more

ccurate lesion placement by correction of motion-induced lesion

lurring. The largest deformation correction was achieved in the

ranio-caudal direction (HF). However, due to the number of liver

nd lung metastasis examined, there was also a significant defor-

ation in the anterior-posterior and the left-right direction; such

etastasis are able to undergo non-rigid deformation rather than

ure linear displacement. Thus performing a non-rigid motion cor-

ection helps to improve the delineation in all three spatial direc-

ions. In contrast to a pure PET gating, the delineation was fur-

her improved due to the sharper and higher lesion uptake as in-

icated by the enhanced SUVmax. Additionally, improved lesion
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Fig. 5. Periodic breathing patient: Motion models derived from the first 60 s, 180 s, 300 s and for the first 90 s and last 90 s of the PET bed position. (a) Respiratory-only 

corrected, uncorrected and end-expiratory gated PET images with inspiratory and expiratory MR images as well as root-sum-of-squares absolute displacement in all three 

spatial directions in a central coronal slice are shown. (b) Line profiles through a moving lesion (as indicated in PET images of TA = 60 s) in PET images show the consistency 

amongst different acquisition times. (c) Extracted respiratory surrogate signal. See Supplementary Fig. 1 for all time points. 
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Fig. 6. Aperiodic breathing patient: Motion models derived from the first 60 s, 180 s, 300 s and for the first 90 s and last 90 s of the PET bed position. (a) Respiratory-only 

corrected, uncorrected and end-expiratory gated PET images with inspiratory and expiratory MR images as well as root-sum-of-squares absolute displacement in all three 

spatial directions in a central coronal slice are shown. (b) Line profiles through a moving lesion (as indicated in PET images of TA = 60 s) in PET images show the consistency 

amongst different acquisition times. (c) Extracted respiratory surrogate signal. See Supplementary Fig. 2 for all time points. 
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Fig. 7. Exemplary external sensor signals (EDR, respiratory belt; top row) of a patient on which the sensor fusion approach is trained in the first 90 s (Training) and applied 

afterwards for the whole duration of 280 s (Estimation). The MR self-navigation signal is acquired throughout the complete examination time and serves as comparable 

reference for the respiratory surrogate signal. 

Fig. 8. Bland-Altman plot of the correspondence between the MR self-navigation signal and the respiratory surrogate signal on a sample basis comparison over all 36 

patients with mean μ = 0 and deviation μ ± 1 . 96 σ = ±0 . 09 . The gate change border is determined by 1/ N G = 0.125. Outliers are leading to misclassification into a different 

respiratory motion state. 
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uantification (SUVmax, SNR, contrast) was also achieved using

otion correction compared to PET gating. For contrast measure-

ents, a large ROI was placed in the lung and blood pool to mit-

gate any varations in the SUVmean. This resulted in fairly similar

UVmean for the corrected and gated PET images. The improved

UVmax in the corrected PET images yielded a slight contrast en-

ancement in comparison to gating. However, as demonstrated by

he radiologists’ diagnostic confidence in Fig. 10 , the lower SNR in

he gated PET images makes visual delineation of lesion signifi-

antly more difficult when compared to the corrected images. For

he correct-uncorrected comparison, the corrected images obtained
n improved contrast than the uncorrected ones, which is partic-

larly beneficial for the detection of small moving lesions. The lo-

ation and number of the outliers (points above the 75% quantile

ark) indicate that motion correction can lead to even greater im-

rovements for some lesions. If no correction is performed, some

esions are severely affected as indicated by the outliers below

he 25% quantile mark for the uncorrected-gated comparison. Note

hat our previously published results ( Würslin et al., 2013 ) demon-

trated similar trends however the use of the 3D motion capturing,

nstead of a 2D method, lead to larger improvements. 
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Fig. 9. Percentage improvements for all 134 examined lesions in 36 patients of corrected to uncorrected, corrected to gated (end-expiratory, systolic) and uncorrected to 

gated PET images. Lesion quantification was assessed by SUVmax, SNR and contrast of examined ROI and delineation by FWHM and slope steepness in line profile along 

head-feet (HF), anterior-posterior (AP) and left-right (LR) direction. Boxplots indicate the 25% and 75% percentile, median ( - ), average ( �), standard deviation (whiskers) and 

outliers (dots). 

Fig. 10. Diagnostic confidence level of radiologist for lesion depiction in the cor- 

rected, uncorrected and gated (end-expiratory, systolic) PET images. 
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Depending on the underlying motion behavior of the patient,

a reliable correction can be conducted. However, due to the ret-

rospective gating of the MR data and the per motion-state dis-

cretized deformation field, intra- and inter-cycle variations cannot

be tracked in full detail ( King et al., 2012 ) so errors in the PET

correction due to displacement of the LOR can occur. Aperiodic

behaviors can be captured to a certain degree, e.g. linearly de-

creasing trend in diaphragm position. For the examined patients a

fairly constant heartrate was observed, whereas significant changes
n the respiratory cycle occurred more frequently. For a periodic

reathing as shown in Fig. 5 and Supplementary Fig. 1, the crop-

ing of the acquisition time or the selection of the motion model

cquisition in the first or last 90 s of the PET bed position does not

everely influence the retrieved motion model. Similar deformation

elds can be obtained as illustrated by the root-sum-of-squares ab-

olute displacement of all three spatial directions in a central coro-

al slice which allow to conclude reliabilty of the motion model

eneration step. It should be considered here that the dominant

ovement is in head-feet direction. An overestimation of the mo-

ion can be observed in the liver, spleen and adjacent anatomical

tructures such as colon which smoothes out for longer MR ac-

uisitions or in the last 90s acquisition of the PET bed position.

he influence of the acquisition time/position on the selection of

he reference motion state (end-expiratory and systolic) was found

egligible. Minor increases in noise and subsampling-related arti-

acts can be observed for shorter measuring times, but a good MR

mage quality can still be retrieved as many samples contribute to

he reference state. For the end-inspiratory position, a good MR

mage can still be reconstructed but with a stronger influence of

ubsampling-related artifacts as observed in Fig. 5 . However, for all

cquisition times/positions a similar PET correction was obtained

s indicated by the plotted line profile through a dominant moving

esion in which the corrected line profiles coincide. Since still the

omplete PET data from the 5min scan is available for the gated

ET image, the coinciding gated line profiles indicate that the MR-

ased gating placement provides the same end-expiratory and sys-

olic motion-state for varying acquisition lengths. 

For an aperiodic breathing behavior as depicted in Fig. 6 and

upplementary Fig. 2 the motion models are more distinctive

or changing acquisition times/positions than the ones shown in
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ig. 5 and Supplementary Fig. 1. The retrieved MR image quality

owever is still sufficient for a reliable motion model generation.

hus, the corrected PET image quality after applying the varying

otion models is not severely affected. In a central coronal slice,

 line profile in head-feet direction through a moving lesion ex-

ibits a little bit more variations for the corrected or gated PET im-

ges in comparison to Fig. 5 , but shows the same behavior. Hence,

he retrieved ROI and line profile metrics do not differ substan-

ially. This observation also holds for other moving lesions from

his patient. These results originate from the fairly similar period-

city of the breathing cycle with just a difference in the respiratory

aseline. Although this reproducibility may not hold for any arbi-

rary breathing behavior, for all examined patients in this study

airly similar PET results could be obtained for varying MR acquisi-

ion times/positions (remark: the PET duration was not cropped).

herefore, the validity of the assumption for a periodic motion

eeds to be further examined in future studies. In circumstances

ith more severe aperiodicities a motion model adaption based

n the respiratory surrogate as suggested by Baumgartner et al.

2016) might be beneficial. 

The MR-derived motion model was validated on the improve-

ents obtained in the PET image, i.e. cross-modality validation,

ith the hypothesis of PET uptake increase and sharpened delin-

ation for moving lesions. This prooved to be a more trustworthy

easure than similarity or overlaps in the MR image alone (same

odality). This circumstance is also discussed by Rohlfing (2012) .

oreover, we also conducted phantom experiments ( Würslin et al.,

014 ) and validated the LAP image registration on constant and

ynthetic displacements ( Gilliam et al., 2016 ) which showed simi-

ar reliable results. 

The retrieved respiratory and cardiac surrogates allow reliable

otion model estimation. For complete PET examination time cov-

rage, the external sensor signals are mapped via a sensor fusion

pproach to a full surrogate signal. This allows an interference-

ree acquisition of further diagnostic sequences. Instead of solely

elying on the external sensor signals this mapping provides a

ore accurate estimation and omits the shortcomings of the ex-

ernal sensors, e.g. clipping of the respiratory belt signal or over-

underestimations in the EDR. If two or more external sensors are

sed, possible time gaps or inaccuracies can be overcome, compare

he correction of over- and undershoots of the EDR signal in Fig. 7 .

he marked differences between the sensor signals to the MR self-

avigation signal (reference) and between themselves demand a

apping based on defined motion states to enable the generation

f a reliable respiratory signal. Any temporal behaviour in the es-

imation phase which is not available in the training period can

ot (or only partially) be handled. It is therefore important to pro-

ide stable models which can deal with this circumstance. More-

ver, the Kalman filter provides in such cases a good tradeoff be-

ween signal prediction based on model and observations. In this

tudy we observed mainly the same signal behaviours during train-

ng and estimation. In future studies it might be however interest-

ng to learn a representative model over all patients to be able to

odel all circumstances. 

The ECG signal was acquired throughout the complete PET ex-

mination time. Thus, the investigation was focused on the sen-

or fusion of the respiratory signals. Nevertheless, it shall be noted

hat the sensor fusion concept is also directly applicable to cardiac

ignals, e.g. mapping the ECG signal to a cardiac self-navigation

ignal ( Kolbitsch et al., 2014; Pang et al., 2014 ). The retrieved EDR

nd respiratory belt signal carry enough distinctive information to

roduce a stable respiratory surrogate. The surrogate and reference

R self-navigator signals show a high matching accordance with

mall fluctuations. In 98.4% of the cases the samples are binned

nto the same motion state as demonstrated in Fig. 8 . Due to time

estrictions and patient compliance, it was not always feasible to
cquire an ECG signal. In the future, it is therefore desirable to re-

uce the dependency on external sensor placement by e.g. using a

ardiac self-gating ( Kolbitsch et al., 2014; Pang et al., 2014 ), prein-

talled camera systems ( Maclaren et al., 2015 ) or pilot tone naviga-

ors ( Schroeder et al., 2016 ). 

The streamlined processing via Gadgetron enables a clinically

easible environment in which the operating user is just presented

ith the corrected results. The operator does not need to care

bout data handling and correction which makes the proposed sys-

em easy to use. 

. Conclusions 

We propose a system to perform respiratory and cardiac PET

otion correction with a motion model derived from a simul-

aneously acquired MR data. The MR sequence workload for the

otion model generation is kept short to enable the flexibility

f acquiring further diagnostic MR sequences, which are usually

erformed for each PET bed position. In order to provide motion

odel coverage for the whole PET examination time, we propose

 sensor fusion approach to estimate a complete respiratory sur-

ogate signal. The acquired MR data is retrospectively gated and a

oint CS-ME reconstruction provides a motion model and a motion-

esolved MR image. From this MR image the corresponding atten-

ation map is extracted via a 1-point DIXON method and applied

o a PET listmode-based reconstruction and motion correction. An

verage PET improvement after motion correction in lesion quan-

ification (SUVmax, SNR, contrast) of 22% and delineation (FWHM,

lope steepness) of 64% was achieved compared to the uncorrected

ET. All reconstruction steps are carried out online on the scanner

ia Gadgetron with the vendor-specific correction steps kept intact.

his enables an easy handling in a clinical environment. The pro-

osed method is publicly available to foster multi-center studies

nd various motion correction scenarios. 
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